, But students should still take precautions

Night safety not that bad, say campus cops
By Carol Sarasohn
(This is the second of a two-part
story.)
Fear. What is it? For women
students on campus it is a dread of a
stranger who will inflict bodily
harm. A fear of being stranded on
campus with no phone to call for
help. A fear of someone lurking
behind a bush in a dark area.
In a survey published by the
Daily last week, women said they
will not take night classes because of
their fears. They take extraordinary
precautions against potential attackers. In the words of one campus
employe
You
always have to
worry.’
Are these fears justified or are
they unfounded?
While police officials advise
women to take every precaution, in
the words of one university police
officer, Larry James, "The campus
is safer to walk around than the
surrounding community."
James, police technical services
director said, "There is a continuing
myth that the campus is unsafe to
walk around at night."
James cited figures which
showed that the number of offenses
reported to the police decreased in
the first three months of this year
compared to 1976.
During the first three months of
1976 there were 220 offenses reported
compared to 178 this year.
"The campus is well patrolled,"
James insisted, "we simply don’t
have a large crime rate on campus
like there is a few blocks away."
The two main reasons women
said they are afraid is lack of
lighting on campus and few outside
telephones if help should be needed.
Earnest Quinton, university
police chief, said direct phones to the
police department are in every
elevator on campus.
Quinton said the police have
requested direct call phones to the
police be placed around the campus,
but every time the proposal is

brought before plant operations the
police department has been told it is
too expensive.
As far as lighting is concerned,
Quinton said the problem has
received "close scrutiny" and the
police staff felt there is adequate
lighting.
Quinton said the problem is that
his staff is out patrolling every night
and are not particularly concerned
with the problem, but added he will
request that patrolmen investigate
the problem and report back.
However, women may be more
afraid than statistics would indicate,
James said.
In records going back to 1973
there have been no homicides, only
five rape or attempted rape cases
and 32 cases of armed robbery or
assault with a deadly weapon, which
is not a crime wave, according to
James.
While the figures may not indicate a crime wave, the administration has been concerned
enough with the problem of crime to
form a task force to study the
problem.
A Campus Security Advisory
board was formed two months ago,
composed of faculty members and
administrators to discuss campus
crime and Quinton said students
would be welcome at the meetings.
Both James and Quinton offered
some advice to women who take
night classes.
James said parking permits for
staff and faculty parking spots are
available from the cashier’s office
"for about 815." These parking
places are very close to the buildings
which means only a short walk to
one’s car, he said.
If you don’t have the money to
purchase one of these ideal parking
spots, James suggested parking in
the Seventh Street garage, which he
said is well-lit and always has
security personnel on duty.
"Always walk with a friend,"
James advised, "or call an evening

guide."
There are eight guides on campus
carrying walkie talkies. Students
can phone 277-3513. The police will
dispatch a guide to meet the student
and walk her to her car.
Quinton added that if a student is
in the vicinity of Fifth and San
Carlos streets she can come to the
police office and an officer will drive
the woman to her car.
He also suggested jogging back to
one’s car rather than walking,
"People are tempted to talk to
someone who is walking by, but
often will not speak to a jogger," he
said.
"Never hang a purse from your
shoulder," Quinton advised. "It
attracts muggers. Also, just a dirty
look will turn off about 50 per cent of
the men who might try to pick up a
woman."
And what is a woman finds
herself alone on campus after the
buildings are closed in a dark area of
the campus?
"If you get into trouble start
screaming," Quinton advised. "It’s
very effective."

Staff photo
The North Library, well -lit by the photographer’s time exposure, has poor lighting according to students.
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Students protest removal of Daily funds
Shouting "Keep the Daily daily;
give us our daily bread," about 60
journalism students marched
yesterday morning in protest of an

A.S. council committee’s recommendation to eliminate the Spartan
Daily from next year’s budget.
The Spartan Daily request for a

Bunzel, Dowd dispute
Ellsberg allegations
By David Koenig
Both Prof. Douglas Dowd and
SJSU President John Bunzel have
said Daniel Ellsberg was mistaken
in claiming Dowd was denied a
tenured position in 1972 for his antiVietnam War stand.
Ellsberg, who leaked the Pentagon Papers to the New York Times
in 1971, said Thursday in San Jose
that Bunzel rejected a 1972 bid for
tenure by Dowd after the economics
professor took part in a rally
protesting the mining of Haiphong
Harbor off the coast of Vietnam.
"His facts are wrong," Dowd
said Monday. "I was not put up for
tenure then, I’m up for tenure now,
which is five years later."
Dowd said he was turned down
for a probationary position in 1972,
but "for non-political reasons. The
reasons were budgetary, and the department was encouraged to put me
on half-time."
Bunzel, in a statement issued to
the Daily, said "Professor Dowd
was granted a probationary appointment as full professor two
years ago. By University policy, this
meant he would be reviewed for
tenure during this academic year."
Bunzel continued, "No tenure
recommendations have as yet

Phone: 277-3181

reached or been reviewed by my
office."
He wrote that tenure decisions,
including that of Dowd, will be made
by June 1.

Wax flame
sets off fire
in apartment
Melting wax from a candle fell on
a mattress, causing an early morning fire Sunday which destroyed
the bedroom of an apartment at 431
S. llth St.
Residents Michael Burbridge, 21,
and Pamela Browne, 23, both SJSU
students, extinguished the minor
mattress fire at 1 a.m.
The fire was not completely out
and smoldered until 4:32 a.m., when
it reignited, charring the walls,
floors and ceiling of the bedroom.
The blaze also caused severe
smoke damage to the bathroom,
closet and living room.
San Jose Fire Department
responded to the alarm and was
unavailable to give an estimation of
property loss.
This is the second fire reported in
the building this year.
John W Peterson
Spartan Daily supporters marched through the Student Union yesterday as part
of a protest to an A.S. proposal to cut out the Daily’s funds

$33,000 subscription from the A.S.
for next year has been turned down.
The A.S. budget committee has
recommended elimination of Daily
funding from the proposed budget
because the newspaper has a trust
fund which the committee said can
finance its operation next year.
Carrying signs and a mock
Spartan Daily coffin the group
marched into the A.S. executive
offices to confront President James
Ferguson then presented their case
to university President John Bunzel
outside Tower Hall.
Bunzel told the protesters he
favored a five-day-per-week paper
and said he will "follow the issue
closely."
He added he would like to meet
with a delegation later to diseuss the
"facts and the figures" of the
Daily’s budgetary situation.
As university president, Bunzel
has the ultimate power to accept or
reject the A.S. budget. The only time
he has rejected a budget was in 197475 when men’s athletic scholarships
were cut from $55,000 to zero.
Bunzel said his refusal to sign the
budget was challenged in court
where he power to do so was upheld.
Next year’s budget will be submitted
to Bunzel in June and student
piotesters urged him to reject it if
the Daily is not funded.
"The court says it can be done,
but there are all kinds of difficulties
in doing it," he said. Bunzel
suggested working out the situation
with A.S.
Council member Mike Roberts
joined the talk with Bunzel and said
it is possible for the Daily to request
special funding from the council
next year if it runs out of money
during the year.
Earlier in the A.S. offices, Ferguson listened quietly as Spartan
Daily spokesmen asked that their
paper’s subscription be renewed in
the upcoming fiscal year.
After speaking with Ferguson the

shouting and chanting demonstrators wound through the Student
Union. The procession halted outside
the bookstore where Spartan Daily
editor Dave Johnson called for
student support.
Johnson said later the purpose of
the demonstration was to make the
A.S. administration aware that
students, inside and out of the
journalism department, are concerned about the continuation of a
five day Spartan Daily.
"There is a real threat that if A.S.
does not subscribe, the Daily will not
be able to publish on Mondays next
fall," Johnson said.
Daily representatives met with
the council last Wednesday to
request a reinstatement of funding.
They said the trust fund, which is
expected to grow to $61,000 this year,
is already committed to equipment
purchases and therefore can not be
used to publish the paper next year.
However, the figures of the Daily
representatives had conflicted with
those of the budget committee and
after nearly an hour of debate the
council decided to discuss the issue
again tomorrow.
Representatives of the Spartan
Daily, A.S. President-elect Steve
Wright, council member Steve
Madwin, and journalism department advisers are scheduled to meet
this afternoon with Dr. Stanley
Burnham, dean of the School of
Applied Sciences and Arts ( which
includes the journalism department) to clarify the Daily’s entire
fiscal situation.
Wright, a former Daily editor,
who joined briefly in yesterday’s
protest march, offered an alternative funding proposal to the
council Wednesday. He requested a
87,000 allocation from the A.S.
general fund after the end of the
fiscal year. However his own
proposal was tabled pending
tomorrow’s fact-finding meeting
with Burnham.

Draft may be felt again in near future

Reserve forces continue to decline

FiPti Popping
Spartan Week came to a gulping halt in lest Friday’s beer chugging contest between
sororities Gamma Phi Beta, Chi Omega, Delta Gamma and Alpha Phi The Gamma
Phi Beta representative downed 12 ounces of beer in 41 2 seconds to win the corp
test, tying her sorority with Gamma Phi for first place overall

By Brian Hoey
Although men of draft age look
upon their chances of being drafted
today as nil, those days may be
returning if current trends in
military recruitment continue.
The nation’s four-year-old allvolunteer armed forces program is
running into problems because the
services, with the exception of the
Air Force, cannot attract enough
qualified men to meet their reserve
quotas.
The manpower situation in the
reserve forces is approaching crisis;
units are now 80,000 men below their
peacetime goals.
"If we cannot fill these reserve
components," said Army Chief of
Staff Bernard Rogers, "then very
serious consideration must be given
to using the selective service."
Personnel agree
Military personnel at SJSU and in
the San Jose area agree with
Rogers.
"There’s no doubt there has been
a serious decline in the reserves,"
said Army ROTC instructor Major
Dave (’unningham, "but I suspect
we’ll just have to live with it."
Cunningham said he felt that a
draft for the reserves has a
possibility of succeeding, but there
was little chance of one for the
regular Army "as long as the

political and economic
today continue.

systems

Interviews of staff personnel held
at the military recruiting station at
3381 Stevens Creek Blvd., Santa
Clara, showed they also see manpower shortages and possible need
for a reinstitution of the draft.
Draft possibility
"A draft for the reserves is a very
good possibility between now and
1985," said Army Sgt. Al Hensly.
"People still think of the service in
terms of five years ago, and this is
one of the things that’s hurting us."
Hensly’s views were seconded by
Marine Staff Sgt. Bob Bonesteel.
"People have a terrible
misconception about the Marine
Corps . . . John Wayne and Pork chop Hill and all that," he said. "Our
mission is combat, but we also have
a lot of support jobs."
Of all the services, the Air Force
seemed the least concerned about
another draft.
"We don’t have to worry about
it," said staff Sgt. Foley Cleveland.
"We’ve never drafted anybody, and
we’ve always met our quotas."
Although the picture may look
somewhat bleak, don’t start packing
yet for a one-way trip to Sweden.

One of the more popular alternatives is that of a national program
and possibly
where young men
young women would be allowed to
choose between some form of
civilian service and military duty.
Gallup poll
A Gallup poll taken in December
showed that two-thirds of the people
surveyed supported a law requiring
young men to give a year of service
either within the military forces or
in non-military work in the United

States or abroad, such as in VISTA
or the Peace Corps.
In the years since the volunteer
service was introduced, the idea of
being drafted has receded to become
a dim memory in the minds of
people of conscriptable age.
However, if present trends
persist and recruitment quotas are
not met, that afterthought may soon
become a preoccupation in the lives
of those who could be, as the song
goes, ". . .in the Army now."

SJSU loses WAC bid;
Hawaii, Vegas to join
SJSU was denied an invitation to
join the Western Athletic Conference
(WAC) yesterday, Athletic Director
Bob Murphy announced
Taking the places of Arizona and
Arizona State universities, which
defected to the now Pac-10, are San
Diego State University, previously
announced for the 1978 season, and
in 1979. University of Hawaii.
In 1980, University of Nevada -Las
Vegas. will be admitted, meaning
that for the 1978 season, the WAC
will have nine teams.
"If we had been extended a WAC

invitation we would have looked at
travel costs and financial matters
we don’t face in the PCAA," Murphy
said.
Murphy and the other athletic
directors of the PCAA will meet
today at 2 p.m. in Los Angeles with
commissioner Jesse Hill to discuss
the PCAA’s future.
"We are right back to our option
of strengthening the PCAA,"
Murphy commented, adding some
words of praise for the PCAA
"One thing we do have is great
competition in this conference."
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Letters
Chicanos are
not Hispanics

-1Z

Editor:
As a concerned student and as a
Chicano I am very dissatisfied with
your use of the word Hispanic in
place of the proper word Chicano in
your claim that 20 per cent of the
population of San Jose is Hispanic.
As a person who is aware, I hope
you understand these people are Chicanos.
Even being called MexicanAmericans is better than being
called Spanish.
Let’s hope in the future that you
correctly identify this 24 per cent of
the community.
Jesus Garzia
Journalism senior
Director of Latin Music
programming, KSJS

Parking lots
invite thieves

n11116111P,

Radical alternatives for angry city

Toward the detoxification of S J
By H. Kim Lew
Pigs is pigs.
r (title of story),
Ellis Parker Bu
1906
The alcoholics ’ttering the
streets of San Jost mist be exterminated.
Their numbers rn .ase daily.
The tormented armies come in
waves to San Jose.
Experts suggest that they
threaten-the moral decency, general
welfare and social fiber of civilized
America.
It is difficult, if not impossible, to
develop a fair and compassionate
way to deal with these people.
But I will try.
Three legitimate alternatives
lend themselves to the problem of
disposal.
The Government can imprison
the alcoholics, send them to rural
concentration camps, or liquidate
them.
Liquidation might be very effective.
The local law enforcement
agencies should open season on alcoholic vagrants. It is a matter to be
dealt with by every police department.
But some problems might arise.
For instance, if a staggering soul

wanders along an unincorporated
street within the boundaries of San
Jose, and a San Jose Police officer
sights him should that patrolman
notify the Sheriff’s Department or
take care of the matter himself?
Jurisdictional disputes would be
distinctly apparent in enforcing laws
of this type.
Another problem, some may
claim, with this plan to eliminate the
Kiiifiiiew is a Spartan Daily
staff writer.
drunks is that it may create an
abundance of unclaimed bodies at
the various morgues.
This is totally unfounded. The
cadavers of these inebriates would
provide excellent learning tools in
such institutions as the Stanford
Medical Center.
Mass burial would also remedy
the rapid influx of rotting drunks.
Mass burial is, in fact, efficient.
A city could designate a one mile
square area as John Doe Burial
Area Number One (JDBA01).
This "elimination method" is not
suitable for every locality. Internment and isolation are alternatives
consistent with the American
system of jurisprudence.

Imprisonment provides alcoholics with opportunities to broaden
their horizons by interacting with
murderers, rapists, psychopaths,
counterfeiters and homosexuals.
Additionally, when the state
achieves custody of these individuals, it could provide live
specimens for medical students, to
perfect their surgical skills.
As a last alternative, all the alcoholics now residing in the downtown
region of San Jose could be shipped
to a large open field on the outer
edges of the county.
Herded into large feed lots, these
wretches could be fed a diet of highly
potent alcohol, as their only "food."
They would certainly die in a
short period of time, and provide a
nitrogen rich fertilizer for sale to the
local agri-businesses.
By extracting the addicts from
the social environment, the American society will function like a welloiled steam roller.
The idea, you see, is that the
public can avoid confronting real
social malignancies.
We will be able to exist in bliss,
focusing
oblivious of social strife
our problem-solving abilities on
technological achievement, meeting
our energy needs and most importantly, living the Fun Life.
Where are you, Carrie Nation?

Editor:
It is indeed aggravating to know
that while I am diligently performing my duties as an SJSU
employe, someone is robbing me
blind in the 10th Street parking lot!
I’ve been employed at State for
one and a half years. During that
time my van has been broken into
three times in the employe’s section.
I’ve had to replace three stereos,
two sets of speakers, windows,
locks, and $400 worth of paneling!
For this lam charged $15a semester
to park there.
My insurance company has
refused to cover any vandalism to
my van while I am parked at SJSU.
In their words, "You work at a high
risk area, sorry!"
Help! Give a poor working lady a
chance! My car is safer on the
streets. . . if! could find a space. As
long as we must pay each semester
for this so-called privilege, why
can’t we expect more protection?
I’ve never had to consider
changing jobs because of expenses,
but how long can we employes continue with this anxiety each ’ day?
Every night it’s the same thought I
hold as! approach the parking lot
what’s missing tonight!
Bonnie Revino
Student Financial Aids

Minority likes
dorm’s food
Editor:
Having lived in the dorms for almost a year now, I have eaten close
to 420 meals in the Dining Commons.
I would like to express my total
agreement with Kendrick Walter’s
comment concerning the quality of
the food and the profusion of "bit-

ches" I hear daily about "tough
meat, perfumed cake, and rubber
meatballs."
I belong to a small minority
which thinks the Commons food is
well prepared and quite edible, considering the number of people it is
prepared for.
The suggestion boxes are there
for a purpose, and I hope dorm residents express themselves in an
attempt to do something constructive.
Good suggestions will improve
the food and make mealtime a more
appetizing and pleasant experience
for all.
Archie Stone
Management freshman

Second class
for stadium?
Editor:
Are SJSU, the city, the county,
and involved committees and
boosters going to Mickey Mouse it
again?
It would seem so in the case of the
Spartan Stadium enlargement. We
could keep quiet and hope the
current drive for $3 million (once $6
million) to enlarge the stadium to
30,000 seats is successful. This could
include $750,000 each from the city
and county. These are not bad investments, as any stadium will
"pull" certain events and generate
room, sales and other taxes over a
period of years.
However, to be the devil’s advocate, the proposed plant is a long
way short of the 42,000 seats once
mentioned. Also, with less than
60,000 seats, forget professional football and other large conventions and
events.
We’ve been student/journalist/sports writer/sports library coowner/athlete/booster, etc. with
SJSU since 1947 and admittedly have
a soft spot for the institution.
Now, we join stadium neighbors
in asking, loudly, where’s the Environmental Impact Report and is
there a better way, a smarter,
larger, and different direction?
With 30,000 seats, the stadium
will accommodate mainly university teams and the Earthquakes, and
not necessarily many events which a
major stadium could handle in the
nation’s fastest growing major city.
This plant, in that location, will
be locked-in for smallness, greatly
agitate neighboring blocks and have
lousy access, parking, etc.
The 30,000 seat facility will confine SJSU to secondary bookings and
keep soccer from enjoying 40, 50,
and even 60,000 attendance figures
expected in the near future. And
we’ll have to do the job all over
again. I defy soccer or SJSU to tell
me 30,000 is sufficient, or someone’s
got a "head in the sand."
I saw 155,000 at Stanford for the
Russia-USA Track and field meet.
This area is a hotbed of track and the
proposed stadium has no track.
We saw a recent story about
Pasadena spending $750,000 on the

Rose Bowl to have a chance at
hosting the Super Bowl every two
years or so that’s planning.
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Editor:
Journalism students are protesting the no-funding recommendation the A.S. budget committee has made to the A.S. Council.
That’s fine, but it has to be admitted
we have a vested interest.
The council may decide we don’t
represent a large enough cross-sec
ton of the student population, when
actually the Spartan Daily means
more to more students than any
other single service on campus.
Every member and supporter of
every club, group, and special interest on campus should be at the
council chambers Wednesday afternoon asking for Daily funding.
They should be there because we run
their announcements of meetings,
make a note of who their speakers
will be, report on threats to their interests and cover their special
events.
If the Daily publishes fewer
pages every day, and also is issued
on fewer days, where will the space
come from to run Spartaguide, or
print schedules of events on
Women’s Week, Semana Chicana,
Black History Week, and so on?
How many reviews of student
events or follow-ups on speeches of
interest to students will never see
print, because we won’t have the
money to pay for paper, ink, and
press runs?
Obviously, some kind of publication will come out next semester
whether we get money or not. But, if
the paper is crippled by insufficient
backing, then every campus group
that counts on our coverage will also
be crippled.
A.S. should think about how high
the budget requests of other programs will be if they have to depend
on paid advertising and flyers alone,
instead of at least some news
coverage.
And all the students who read the
Daily, or who depend on the Daily
should decide whether, with all its
imperfections, the paper is worth 75
or 80 cents a semester, because
that’s all the Spartan Daily is asking
for.
If they don’t get it, everyone on
campus will lose.
Carrie Peyton
Journalism senior

Write us
The Spartan Daily encourages
your comments regarding editorials, comments, news stories or
anything you might have on your
mind.
Letters may be submitted at
the Daily office (JC 208) between
9 a.m. and 5 p.m. Monday
through Friday or by mail

Nixon interviews: possible editing done prior to the taping
By Bill Weeks
The American public is now on
the eve of what could be the most
interesting, revealing, and
politically important interviews in
our 201 -year history.
This interview has all these possibilities, but considering the
characters involved, don’t count on
it.
Former President Richard M.
Nixon and British talk-show host
David Frost begin their first of four
90-minute interviews this Wednesday, which will be carried locally by
KPIX-TV, Channel 5, beginning at
7:30 p.m.

Comment
learned the incredible power of television.
In 1960, television may have cost
him the Presidential election when
Bill Weeks is a Spartan Daily
staff writer.

Frost calls his discussions with
Nixon the "most exciting,
stimulating and most arduous test"
he has ever faced.

Nixon, with his constant five o’clock
shadow, foolishly agreed to debate
John Kennedy before a national television audience.

The former President, who is
believed to have received $650,000
for his time, promises for these
interviews to be "candid", a word
not expected to be in his vocabulary.

But it was the same television
medium that brought the American
public the "new Nixon" in 1968 by a
way of a brilliantly executed TV
campaign that was the basis of the
book "The Selling of the President."

Nixon said, "You certainly can’t
have a good program if the subject
has the right to censor it. There
would be little point in doing interview programs if the subject controlled the questions and the
editing."

When the Watergate scandal was
in full swing, all three television
networks brought John Dean into the
nation’s living rooms saying the
President of the United States was a
criminal.

But one has to wonder if Nixon
did not do some very important
editing long before the cameras
began to roll.

And now it appears that Nixon’s
final vindication effort will be
through television
the same
medium that reflected his political
highs and lows so dramatically.

Ever since his infamous
Checkers speech in 1952, when a then
vice-presidential nominee defended
charges of accepting kickbacks by
talking about his pet dog, Nixon has

David Frost may be the person
who unknowingly sets the stage for
one of Nixon’s final performances.
The ex-President could very

easily live the rest of his life in regal
splendor in San Clemente and let the
American people, who only five
years ago re-elected him by one of
the largest majorities in recent
history, think what they will.
But that has never been Nixon’s
game.
Nixon’s strange fascination with
history, his prime motivating factor
for taping conversations with his
aides about his criminal activity
that led to his downfall, will most
likely demand he makes amends
with the public in his own lifetime.
Choosing David Frost to interview him is no accident.
Before the 1968 election, Frost did
a TV special where he interviewed
all of the leading Presidential candidates including the "new" Dick
Nixon.
Nixon later said that it was one of
the few times in his public life that
he had been interviewed "fairly."
What is fair to Nixon and what is
fair to the American people are
definitely two different things.
Reporters such as Dan Rather
would never get an interview with
Nixon today because they had the
courage to ask the questions Frost
promises to ask now when they were
of much more importance when
Nixon was still in power.
What I would predict with the
Frost -Nixon interviews is the
master of media manipulation in
this century. Richard Milhous
Nixon, giving it one more try.
For the many unanswered questions Nixon owes to the history
books, I hope lam wrong.
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Newspaper
benefits all
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SJSU
in town
3 back

Austin out of PCAA

The SJSU varsity baseball team gets a warm-up
for next week’s important
series against Santa Clara
with a 2:30 contest today
against Stanislaus State
University at Municipal
Stadium.
Stanislaus defeated the
Spartans earlier this season, 7-3.
SJSU split a four-game
series against UOP this
past weekend, despite its
pitching staff extending its
strong of consecutive innings without an earned run
to 32%.
Fresno State, after
downing USF three times,
upped its league mark to
22-8, three full games
ahead of SJSU and St.
Mary’s.
Fresno visits UOP this
week for three games while
St. Mary’s entertains lastplace USF.
Steve Friar, with 8%
innings without surrendering an earned run Friday,
lowered his league ERA to
1.58.
Freshman Chris Codiroll pitched five innings in
Saturday’s first encounter,
surrendering an unearned
run and dropping his incredible ERA to 0.81.
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a
ISUa Al Gaspar (right) goes up for a pass with USF’s (jell Tvedt while Don reserve forward Jim Boyle looks on in the Spartans’
5-0 NCAA quarterfinal loss to defending national champion USF at Ulrich Field last November. The Spartans have been training daily for this Saturday’s spring exhibition season rematch with the Dons, who are undefeated in exhibition play thus far.
The 8 p or Spartan Stadium showdown will feature the NCAA’s most valuable player in 1976 in USF forward Andy Atuegbu.

Gregory’s team finished
second in the 1975
nationals, and won the title
last year. Since finishing
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second, SJSU has not lost
any matches.
Gregory will be counting on Spartan veterans
Carrie Choy, Clare Glieden
and Pat Rossler. The trio
was on both teams which
ventured to the nationals.
Sandy Johnson, Sharon
Nishimatsu and alternate
Marlene Ogawa round out
the team.
The experience of the
first three should be a big
factor, should the Spartans
make the final, Gregory
pointed out, especially with
the final being televised.
In what Gregory calls
"the funny format," the
experience factor should
play a major part because
of the brevity.
Wednesday, Thursday
and Friday morning will be
filled with preliminaries,
after which the bottom half
of the 12 teams are cut for
the Friday evening second
round.
"I don’t think any team
can stay with us over 12
games," Gregory said. "I
wouldn’t be surprised if we
are up by 200 pins."
The first three days the
five team bowlers will each
bowl a dozen games, and
the 60 games for each team
will determine who makes
the cut.
Those select six teams
will then roll under a format by which each of the
quintet on the teams will
roll two frames in nine
games, the scores of which
are unaffected by the first
round finish.
After the nine "team"
games, (each bowler rolls
less than two games total)
the top two teams will be
moved into a Saturday
morning final, which will
be aired May 14, on tape
delay by Salinas station
KSBW (channel 8).
This final is what
Gregory, and at least nine
other coaches of the 24
men’s and women’s teams
entered, object to. Gregory
does readily admit that his

team will be at an advantage, but with each
bowler rolling just two
frames, anything can
happen.
"The less you bowl, the
more skill is diminished
and luck is increased,"
Gregory complained.
"Our team has a lot
more to gain or lose because our team is the best
back there," he reasoned.
The mentor agreed with
the analogy that the onegame. final is like baseball
playing out its 162-game
schedule and then holding
one five-inning game as a
World Series in place of the
traditional best-of-seven
set.
The one-game format
has not been used before,
but the team concept has,
according to Gregory.
Gregory and the nine
coaches he contacted wrote
letters of protest to no
avail, the coach related,
because tournament
directors were catering to
the wishes of the Mizlou
Television Network, a
private firm which films
events such as this and
sells them to outlets all
over the country.
"I’m upset about it to
the point that luck plays too
much a part of it. That
format is really exciting,
but to have a national
championship decided by
one game, you may as well
flip a coin," Gregory said.
"I think we’ll have the
advantage because we’ve
been there before. We’ve
talked about it several
times, and I set up a video
tape camera and filmed
them during a four-hour
practice Saturday,"
Gregory said, adding that
the camera is about 20 in
front of the bowler, who is
drenched in bright television lights.
The main Spartan opposition, Gregory commented, should come from
Wichita State, Hillsborough (Fla.) Community

College and Cal Poly San
Luis Obispo, which finished
second to the Spartans in
the sectional qualifying
tournament.
"I think Cal Poly will be
the toughest competition,"
Gregory noted. "Hillsborough is going to be pretty
tough.
"Wichita State beat us
in the championships in
1975, and last year when we
won, they were second, so I
have every reason to
believe they will be pretty
tough again."
The only two teams
other than SJSU and
Wichita with experience in
the nationals are University of Florida and Illinois
State.
"I’m not too worried
about either one of those
schools," Gregory remarked.
Gregory gave a "personal guarantee" that the
Spartans would make the
final six, and revealed that
he was only somewhat
worried about making the
final pair.
Once in the final two,
Gregory said, television
could end up with a poor 15minute final, because the
adrenalin flowing the night

More will be known on
how long Austin will be out,
according to Welch, when
the hurdler visits the team
physician tomorrow.
Welch indicated that
Austin would be out at least
two weeks, but anything
beyond that was unknown.
The Spartan season ends
with the NCAA meet June
2-4.
SJSU coaches refused to
say who his assailant might
be. No charges have been
filed
Although Austin re -

EK EAPRIN I WRIER
DUALITY KODAK COPIERS ARE
BET TER THAN T HA V OTHER COPIER
FANTASTICALLY CLEAN BACK
GROUNDS
SUPER SOLID BLACK LETTERING
COME IC) HE HE ST
1939 PARK AVE.
SANTA CLARA, CA. 95030/

- COUPON -

Hair iifiair
’Beauty Care
I Products

35 SR tutu-Ui Dl.
5tin (limn
V99.11Utlli
.1111r

20% off Hairstyling with ad

before will no longer be
present.
"I don’t think they
(tournament directors)
have looked at the psychological point of it. Because we’ve been there
before, I don’t think we’ll
go bananas (becaus: of the
pressure)," he concluded.
"The girls will come in
there drained," Gregory
forecast, suggesting "They
should start warm-ups at
8:30 so that they can get
loose," he said of the 10
a.m. final.

1/2 off

all clothing in our store

25% off all furniture

Hundreds of summer dresses and tops
Huge selection of men’s casual clothing
Kid’s clothing too, all sizes
Tables, lamps, sofas LOTS of furniture
and appliances

"We could have one
team go bananas and roll
a 93," Gregory reflected
seriously,- hoping that his
will not be the team that, in
his words, "bowls with both
arms around their necks."

P.V. of A. Thrift Store
760 E. Santa Clara, San Jose
17th at Santa Clara 275-0869

AYYAD’S STEAK HOUSE
EVERY MON. TUES. WED. SPECIAL

Complete Dinner For Two
Choice
Top Sirloin
Steak Dinner

Int.ludes Baked Poiatne. Garlic Bread And All You Can Eat Salad But
let Served All Da Free Bevera e Or Coffee

COPIES
r Overnight

1310 AUZERAIS (across from Sears)
LOCATED AT BIT -0 -SWEDEN
Open 11:30 to 8 Pm
294-8007

no minimum

KINKO’S

123S 3rd St

500 off with this coupon

295-4336

Mothers would lose their sons,wives
their husbands, girls their lovers,
children their fathers and thousands
of gallant young men would perish
fighting against impossible odds,
for a suicide mission doomed from
the start, for generals named
Eisenhower and Montgomery, for a
great ambition and a greater mistake,
and for a bridge.A lousy bridge.

Come to Genesis Restaurant for a
change of pace. Try our salads, shakes,
parfaits and banana boats all made
with FROGURT frozen yogurt.
Your choice of:
Peach Strawberry Vanilla
Raspberry & Lemon

4

A BRIDGE "1(X) FAR
SAN JOSE CIVIC AUDITORK/1/1
Monday, May 9
8:00pm

Ii1P5CpIl I

Tdhele el San Jose Box office,
BASS and ell mato. agencies
For information call $4051246-I led
or del TEL.E.1*

STOCKTON CIVIC AUDITORIUM,

SAMS MAY 6
5700 Advance Se 000.7 of Snort
Tickets al BASS end re lar Stockton outlets

ID

475 E. San Carlos
(between 10th & 11th)
Open Daily 10-9

, la PM

I,0.

JIMMY

G.

...01.0 St MS
$550 sew 5750

WITHERSPOON

.E.KELE, COMMUNITY THEATRE

DC., 10 MN% .m1114 St.. sit rKkelvern Y..
Merl IT... CM Mat, 1,emon caw maloT

SAT lectlev Moor
4.,.
II no PM

levine prevents

RRII /GE ’1(X) FAR
Dirk Ihigarde lames Caan Michael Caiikc Scan (’cpanci-y
141Ailuiri lox Ellit)tt Gould Gene I lacitinan
I lardy Krilger Iniareme()Iivier Ryan (YNeal Raver* Redford
Maximilian Schell
Marring lin alphabetical order,

$6 50 advance $750 Des id Show

Parkin In Rear

Unique &
Creative
Hair Styling I
for Men I
and Women’

I Featuring
’ OREDKEN

SERVING BEER Et WINE

BURGER
BLUES?

enesis
lie se aurants

247.4691

Kodak

Unbeaten bowlers roll toward finals
By Pete Cavaghan
"Physically, I think our
team is far and away the
best," Terry Gregory,
SJSU women’s bowling
coach, said of his quintet
entered in the national
championships in San Antonio, Texas, running
Wednesday through Saturday.

third-ranked hurdler in the.
conference.
Austin was also assaulted Feb. 26 in the infield during a track meet
with Stanford.
Austin runs the high and
400 -meter intermediate
hurdles.

OPY-RIGHT

Austin was allegedly attacked while warming up
for his hurdle race, from
which he subsequently
scratched. Austin reportedly tried to punch his
unidentified assailant and
missed, causing a shoulder
dislocation.

Ida
FINE ARTS

portedly was seen with his
right arm in a sling Monday morning, he was unavailable for comment.
Bullard termed Austin a
"hard luck guy." Austin, a
junior, would have probably scored in the PCAA
meet, since he was the

Pete Austin, a hurdler
on the Spartan track team,
will miss the PCAA meet
May 13-14 because of a
shoulder injury incurred in
a fight, according to Spartan team trainer Jim
Welch.
Coach Ernie Bullard
confirmed that there was a
fight Saturday afternoon
before Austin’s high hurdle
race in the San Jose National Invitational Track
and Field Meet. Bullard declined to elaborate.

A

From Me 1,006 by
Screenplay tlY
Corniclioni Ryan William Goldman Prowirh l .lcsins. Krchavil P I es int. NA hard 5,ecirbinimoirli
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United Artists
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Prof: silence Child care available
quite golden
A Stanford University
professor stressed the
importance of silence in human decision-making in
the convocation address at
the 15th annual Honors
Convocation Friday in
Morris Dailey Auditorium.
The ceremony honored
1,042 ’Dean’s List’ and 177
’President’s Scholars’ stu-

Acquiring
of grants
explored
A program on how organizations or groups can
apply for governmentsponsored grants will be
presented Thursday and
Friday in the S.U. Almaden
Room.
Craig Smith, director of
Grants people and the conductor of the Grantsmanship presentation, will instruct on thinking about
grants, hou to write them,
critiquing the grants and
dealing with success or
failure.
Smith has instructed
hundreds of employes from
the Bay Area non-profit organizations and government agencies. He has
written proposals for
educatron, health care and
othe, agencies and brought
in millions to ’ these organizations. according to
Suzanne Duquette, assistant to Smith.
"We want to demystify
the process of applying for
and getting a grant," said
Duquette.
"We also teach people to
learn from their mistakes,
and to re-apply for grants,
she added.

dents who have achieved
those honors in the past
year.
Ian P. Watt, former
chairman of the English
Department at Stanford
and currently a fellow at
the Center for Advanced
Study in Behavioral
Science, delivered the address after the various
school deans presented
SJSU President John Bunzel with their scholars.
"We must use silence to
know more fully the tasks
and goals which lie ahead,"
Watt said. He expressed
concern that the noisy pattern of modern life disrupts
normal thought processes,
and said there is a need to
seek silence.
The convocation was
followed by a reception in
the S.U. Loma Prieta
Room.

Low income students
with children between the
ages of 3 and 5 can apply to
enroll their children at the
Frances Gulland Child
Development Center at 405
S. 10th St.

KINKO’S
123S 3rd St

MACIETN
100

LATE SHOW
SEPARATE ADMISSIONS

FACE TO FACE
955

PLUS
1111

THE DOVE

IM1

130

2954336

men 8 women 18-60 call
or come by weekdays

SAN JOSE
PLASMA CENTER

Direct from
The Great Wall
of China.

cDowesbury
It’s here! The latest hilarious collection of slings
and arrows from Garry TrudeauThe Pulitzer Prize-winning cartoonist whose nettling political observations have made him a household name across the country. And, often, a sensitive
topic in Washington.
Now Trudeau moves still farther afield -following
l’ncle Duke to China. Where, as America’s new envoy, he meets a catatonically smiling Chairman Mao
md the kind of adventures you’d expect with "an es,,, llv t risky people..

$1

AN ESPECIALLY TRICKY PEOPLE
by G. B. Trudeau

95 at book and
depart men stores

114

Ili,It. R ins-hart tik VSiiiisti in

<IN
\ with the
purchase of
our mat boards,
single window
opening only.

announcements

sale Also employment on
same field. Laura. 298 2867.

:

SUNG FU, WOMEN’S SELF
DEFENSE, & various mental Et
physical training programs are
available at the Institute of Psy
cho Physical Develop’s-wet, Inc
la non profit organization) Full
time students get a 155, discount
on all classes. For information on
specific courses. call 293-6611 or
write of drop by. 325S 1st St..
4th Floor. San Jose
PEER DROP IN CENTER is the one
place on campus where you can
always fond warm friendly Er open
people to talk to Stop by Et see
us soon. Open 10-5 M-Th Et 103
on Friday. Located in the Diablo
Room, 3rd floor Student Union
Bartender’s
Opportunities
Now learn the skills needed to get
that summer job you will be looking for soon. Let the Master of
the trade. Harry Higgins teach
you in 2 to 4 weeks how to be a
fast professional bartender San
ta Clara Bartender’s School. 253
N. 4th, San Jose Call now.
293-5416.
POETRY WANTED for Anthology.
Include stamped envelope. Contemporary Literature Press. San
Francisco. 94126,

=

1469 Park Ave. Si 998-4567
-

Over 25 years success,

:

THE CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
ORGANIZATION is meeting 3,30
Wednesdays in BC 214. Everyone
veelcome
WANTED DESPERATELY: Any
and all Michael Nesmith Records
(LP’s). Must be on good condition
Ono cracks or scrathcesl Will pay
top SS. If you don’t have any, ask
your friends. Call Jeff at 277 3175
(days) or 296-1215 (eves/

valuable donors

The
new

add li0C or UM 1 handling

classifieds
11.

one of our

ORDER from Bolton co.
Boa 1026 Menlo Park
Ca. 94025

322 E. SANTA CLARA ST.
286- 33/3

TIMM 111111
EARLY SHOW
Shakespeare Festival
Part VII
ROMAN POLANSKI’S

$60 a month as

Drop in
tsellers work
while you drive’
Dives your car a rim(
Andvalvereplating jot,
Better compression,
Better gas mileage
Less oil burning
Only one treatment needed

ASK FOR
Maws I AHSAADIVEH
AFTERS CALL
926 5969

366S 131 St 294 3800

$15 a week to

The cost per person is
6100. However, if a group or
organization will have
several members attending, the cost after the first
person will be $75, according to Duquette.
The program is co-sponsored by Scale. For more
information, call Vicky
Escuton at 277-2189

James Noah
University Relations
San Jose State University
San Jose, CA 95192

CAMERA ONE

donate blood plasma
and earn cash

The workshop will be
from 9 a.m. to 9:30 p.m. on
Thursday, and 9 a.m. to 4
p.m. on Friday.

TOUR Et TRAVEL

286-3344

Help Us Help Others

Smith has conducted the
program at 16 different colleges, according to Duquette.

SJSU is preparing a list of the names of those students who will be awarded
degrees at the May 27 Commencement Exercise. This list will be treated as
directory information, under the provisions of the Family Educational and
privacy Act, as amended.
The names of degree recipients will be published in the Commencement
program and, it has been a University policy, to vend name and degree awarded
to the individual’s hometown newspaper.
Any student eligible to participate in the Commencement exercise who
ibjects to either action should send written notification by May 6 to:

INTERNATIONAL & DOMESTIC
BONDED & INSURED AGENT

It is open from 9 a.m. to
3:30 p.m. Monday through
Friday.

overnight

no mmorrium

NOTICE’

$944 or less for a three-person family, and 61,125 or
less for a four-person family.

PERSIAN CARAVAN

The center, supported
by the A.S. and the State of
California, has been serving SJSU students since
1972.

COPIES
3’

To qualify as "low income," monthly gross income must be $764 or less
for a two-person family;

automotive

All
VOLKSWAGEN SERVICE
work guaranteed. Free house
InTune-up
S.J
central
calls in
cluding parts from $22. Car
buretors rebuilt from S17. Also
other work: brakes, electrical.
engines rebuilt, etc. Diagnosis Et
appraisal service for prospective
’LW hoovers. Phone Dan at
293-41316 evenings.
CORY ENTERPRISES- Ai/TO
BODY 663 N King Rd. 47.
926-4418. Quality Work at Reasonable Rates. Hood Scoops Et
Fender Flares Moulded, Free Estimates.
72 Toy. Calico, 175 mls on reblt.
eng. QOM of extras! Asking Best
Offer over 82501 Call 277.8363.
71 Hondo CL 175 on off road 70
mpg. 6k trifles. Great cond.,
Helmet, tune-up. $375, offer Call
356.0966.
V Vanish@ 125 twin. helmet, new
fires, tune-up. Excel. cond.,
5303/offer. Call 356-0866.
161 Pontiac angina $575 or Best
Offer Call Laura 29B-2862
’70 BUICK - Excellent wrking
cond. $600 Call 275-1568 after 4
or on weekends.

ir

help wetted

AVON SELLING CAN HELP YOU
EARN MONEY FOR COLLEGE.
Flexible hours Call 257-2503.
Local Arrrerty distributor offers op.
portunity for good earnings. You
pick the hours We train For interview. call Dean or Carla Meinzinger 227,2125.
PART TIME: Need bright hard,
working men 6 women with
leader -ship ability Hours vary
$500 and up depending on hours.
Call Herbert 295.5923 between
7-9 am & 10-12pm.
Terrific Ground Floor Opportunity
in America’s Fastest Growing
Young Corporation
Manage
ment Positions Now Available.
Call Bud Smith 356-1939 Between 5 Et 6,30 pm. Part Time or
Full Time.
McDonalde. Pert-time day Et night
shifts available. Apply after 2 pm.
3rd Et San Carlos St
Welter or Waitress Ipersian speak
ingl for new persian restaurant.
Call for appt. Et apply in person
377-9624 or 374 2213. Main
Course
New Opening,’ In
AMUSEMENT PARK FUN!!!
Ride Operators, Food Services,
Sales. Weekends. Full Time star,
ting May 28th. Apply on person.
FRONTIER VILLAGE AMUSEMENT PARK.
Helper for Appliance Delivery.
Truck needed. M Et Th, 8-5. App.
hi in person. RC Refinishing,
289 1909. 1617 Pomona Ave. Si
HELP WANTED-Part time spring
full time summer. Mostly maintenance and assisting doctor.
Stan at 2.50 p hr. Animal experience pref. Call 286- 1757.

for sale
CASH for books and records.
Phone 286-6275 Recycle Bookstore, 98 E. San Fernando, Si.
Selection of used books Er
records. GREAT I
Natural Peanut Snack
BUZZY
unique package of high energy.
for an active person. Write for
sample BUZZY, P0 Box 6801,
S J. 95150.
HONEY
Locally produced
Ruthie’s Honey
1025 Bird Ave. S J
2911307
Don’t *toy home to answer the
phcne. Let us sell it for you. We
take merchandise on consignment Sporting goods, photo
equipment. camping equipment.
stereos, typerwriters, anything
you have to sell except clothing
arid stufle. furniture Call The
Outlet. 293-0928 174 South 1st
St.. Si Hours Noon 5 pm, Closed Sat. Et Sun.
WHAT HAVE YOU GOT TO LOSE?
las much or as little as you want
you decide)
THE SHAKLEE WAY
SLIMMING PLAN
See results the first week
Get the nutrients you need
Enjoy easy to prepare meals
Eat a variety of foods
Cut calories without counting
Call Bob 266 1453 beam 5.7 p.m.
ZOOM LENS. Petri 86-205 MM. It’s
dew and is in perfect cond. $150
or best offer Steve 657-1662.
Quality rummage sale, Household
items clothes, toys, tools and
more May 3 Er 4, 9 am to 4 pm
First Immanuel Lutheran Chou:h.
374 So 3rd St_ San Jose 95112
Tropical fish, several varieties, need
new hornet Owner moving out of
stale Call 294 9038
wholesale Herbs in Capsules for

PROMOTION: SPEED READING
PROMOTION AT LOCAL COLLEGES Enjoyable low key work.
No mope, nec We need outgoing person with car. Perm. part
time. 20 hrs wk. Salary
bonus Some
$3.50-$4.00 hr.
college required. Call Bob
287.6270.

housing

Students - Delightful, friendly,
clean place to live for summer.
A.T.0 House. 234 So. 11th St_
SJ. 998-9707. $901mo.
Live on campus, walk to classes,
San Jose Residence Club, 202 S.
11th For Seniors Er Grad
students, off street parking, kitchen, TV, Fireplace. Piano. Pool
Table. Ping Pone, Courtyard,
Completely Furnished, Linen Service. Shared Rooms 494 nip.. 924
weekly, Single Rooms $150 into,
$37.50 weekly. Inquire at 122 N.
8th St., 2917374.
The 470 Apartments, 470 S. Ilth
St. 287.7590. Taking applications
for summer school students
2 BR. 2 BA $175
3BR. 2 BA $190
underground parking, spacious
rooms, heater) pool.
WON’T LAST
90 minute dash to class. Summer Fall applications now being
taken 230 E. San Salvador St
(Across from Duncan Hall) Call
294-6028 Ask for J B IAN& on
lyl
Ideal for student photographer
Room
Dark Room. neat Et
clean. Big Horne. 8160. mo
258-7032 Call early am or after 9
Prn.
Pure. 1 Bdrm. apt. Clean, quiet,
and sunny. $t50.’nro i dep. All
utilities tx1
For non smoker
288 8356 after 6 pm
POSITION WANTED female grad
stud seeks live-in positionin
walking distance of SJSU Will
do hsekping. child care etc Call
277 8565
ROOMS FOR RENT Large house,
close to school Summer rent
$110. Call days 297.3185) est
2300 Nights 293-9771 Ask for
Larry.
STOP BY
566S Ilth St Et see our 20 units 2
Ix 2 ha apts at $230 Refurnish
ml, all new cpts . caps , turn ,
etc Plus a safe security bide No
children or pets See Manager
Apt. 1 2964967
FOR RENT: Couples only. 2
Bedroom. A E K , carpeting,
drapes, unfurnished, pool. new

Classified Rates
One
day
3
4
5
6

Two
days

lines
tones
lines
lines

.3:

OUTSTANDING OPPORTUNITY
FOR SPARE TIME CASH If you
think you might be interested in
talking to Homeowners about
energy conservation. while mak
ing appoinunents for ow repre
sentatoves, to shovv how insulq
ion will save them money Et
energy; you’ll earn as much or
more money than most people
you know who work full time.
Call 966-8486 between 9-11 am
M.W.F. ask for Mr Angelo.

I"
p.

Three Four
days days

51 50 200 225
2.00 250 275
250 3.00 325
300 350 375
Each addottonal lin* add
50
50
50

F lye
days

240
290
340
390

2 50
3 00
3.50
400

50

50

laundry room, $180 190.
stone Apts. 9997268.

the

Drift-

II,ket
and found
L.
Mort) on Monday. 4 18, HP 21
Calculator after 8 pm Please call
733 1145

to

personals

::1

Me Let us help you Question
noire sent in discreet envelope
All info confidential Match
maker. PO Box 24693 San _lose
CA 95154
PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
SERVICES OFFERS DATA
ANALYSIS SERVICES
’ DATA SCORING CODING
PROCESSING
DATA
INTERPRETATION AND
DATA
REPORTING OF
REASONABLE RATES CALL
11081 2628766 FOR FREE CON
SUL TATION AND ESTIMATE

GAY MEN AND WOMEN
in the San Jose community-the Gay
Students Union meets every
Thurs at 8 p en in the Student
Union We offer ail informal
atmosphere lot gay people to
meet make friends and explore
different aspects of our gayness.
If you are entering gay life for the
first time you will find GSU a
friendly place to come out Those
of us who need to love and be
loved by members of our own sex
need each other For more inf or matron about our meetings and
activities watch the Spartaguide
or call the Information Office,
2913-GAYS. WE’RE HERE
WE
CARE, ATTENDI

EXPERIENCED THESIS
TYPIST
Dosserta
Rewarts
Master’s
bons Mananne Tarnberg. Los
Gatos. Ca 137 Escobar Ave ,
35604248
Getting Married? Need a Wedding
Cake Choose from hundreds of
pictures Call Marsha Schneirleo
at 262 37b6
Typing - Theses, term papers, Experienced aid Fast 269 8674

MEETING PEOPLE YOU REALLY
LIKE has never been easy .
until now At V1DEOBRIDGE you
see and hear informal interviews
of people you’d She to know better on our video tape television
system You meet only the peo
plc you want to meet and who
Want to meet you
and your
privacy is always protected If
you want to make your own
choices, and control your own
social destiny. call us for more
information or a free demonstration Remember, you only live
once
so make the most of WI
Call 244-3308
V1DEOBRIDGE
open M F 11 9 pm Es Sat 116
pm. Ask about our student dos.
_ count’
For Permanent Hair Removal, Call
Registered Electrologist at 236 E.
Santa Clara St 294-4499.
Transcendental Hesitation’ Interested in TM but don’t like the
$85 price’ Read the RELAXA
TION RESPONSE by Herben
Benson MD Price $1 95
WANTED DESPERATELY: Any
and all Michael Nesmith Records
ILP’s1 Must be in good condition
Into scratches or cracks/. Will pay
top SS. 11 you don’t have any, ask
your friends. Call Jeff at 277-3175
Idays) or 296-1215 Ieves).

PREGNANT, confidential and ob
jective Abortion Referal Service
Call 297 7595

TYPING - Professional machine
with type styles to suit! Term
theses, letters, etc
papers
QUALITY WORK AT REASON
ABLE RATES CONTACT PAT
AT 247 8977 EVENINGS

Spanish Tutoring by Experienced
Beginning.
InTeacher
termediate. and Advanced Small
group classes. Call 246-2850

I?

Stefe0S

SAVE THIS AD Before you put
chase costly stereo equipment,
check woth us for discounts 011
MIT major brands of Audio. TV,
tape, car stereo. etc Advice on
purchasing the Right gear the
first time with no hassles We
manufacture a complete line of
Hi Fi speakers and blank recor
ding tape sold wholesale to the
Sounds Unique,
public
9982693. Tufts Fri 1.6, Sat
12-5.
TWO STEREOS slightly usedl
Midland AM FM with 8 track
tape. two speakers. $75 General
Elect’s- AM FM with record

player, $W) Both in excellent
condition 998 7333, ext 268.
days. 226
. 2369, eves
_

travel

PASSPORT fl ID Photo Special -V oft vv ad for 2 color or 4 B&W
photos Regular price S7.50. JMJ
PHOTOGRAPHY, 2927000 20
Paseo de San Antonio, SJ (between 1st & 2nd Street,
CHARTER FLIGHTS
Paris
Milani
London
Shannon
Amsterdam
. Frankfort
Zurich
Athens
Rome
Israel
Brussels
laShOil
Hong Kong
Philippines
Mexico
Chicago
New York
Travel services avail
Hawaii
Broom’ Pass
able Ewalt Pass
.
Internatimal Student Identi
Youth Hos
ty Card Issuance
tel Cards
Overseas Job
Placement I Students Only,
Tour Information (Budget;
Students Intraeuropean Flights Er
Camping tours in Eur
Trains
. Student Flights to Asia,
ope
Africa, Australia, ft Middle East
Travelers In
from Europe
surance . Travel Publication,.
Car Leasing arid Purchases(
. .
Student Tours to Israel Er
Contact
USSR from Europe
Davis at CAMPUS
Roo 8
TRAVEL ADVISORS. 505 5
10th St. at Williams St. Sad
Jose, CA 95112 140E0 292.1613
Mon Fn. 9 a.m. 5 p m., Orbs
appointment 259-8356
EUROPE ISRAEL AFRICA
Student charter flights yea(
rd. ISCA 1609 Westwood
Blvd. 4103. L A Calif 901)24
12131926.5669, 8260955
Low Cost Flights to Europe from
9259 Israel from $469, plus
Africa and the Far East. Call Toll
Free Europe Intl Ltd.
16031233-7676
GOING ABROAD? Chances are you
need appliances that operate on
220 volt, 50 cycle We carry a
variety of 220 volt appliances
ARIS EXPORT CO., 6419 Tele
Tel
Oakland
graph Ave
415-664-4751

WHAT HAVE YOU GOT TO LOSE?
las much or as little as you want
you decide)
THE SHAKLEE WAY
SLIMMING PLAN i
See results the first week
Get the nutrients you need
Enjoy easy -to-prepare meals
Eat a variety of foods
Cut calories without counting
pm
Call Bob 266-1453 btwn
WM the girl who called me about
the Michael Nesmith albums
please call me back’ I have no
way of getting in touch with you.
I’m still desperate Call 277.3175
Idays) Et 2961215 (eves) and ask
for Jeff
Wanted - Pre-1950’s National
Geographic Magazine Call Jack
227 0373 after 5
Handicapped min needs a ride
MWF, last class is 3,30 SJSU to
Fenian Drive, Campbell I am
self -transportmg and will pay ex
penses. 374 2213 ask for Moe.

SefViCeS
TYPING - IBM SELECTRIC
253 3684
Reports, Theses, Resumes. Term
Papers, Letters, Etc Pick up and
delivery at SJSU
INTELLIGENT TYPING-editing,
form grammar. Et tapes Call be
tween 9 a m. 9 p m Margie
Reeves, 996-1265.
TYPING -TRANSCRIPTION. Term
papers. resumes, theses. senior
projects letters, etc 7bC page
and up IBM Correction Sett,
tries Small business accounts
solicited. Call 263 4525. If a child
answers, don’t hang up Ask for
KITTY CARTER.
NORTH
VALLEY SECRETARIAL SERVICE. 263-4525.
Let "THE SECRETARY" type your
thews, report or term paper. Fast
and effinent 19M Set COIreC
tniif Weekenng also available
446 11,21, ask In, Betty

Let our
Hard Working(???)
Classified Manager
Handle all of your
Advertising needs

DiSsertation design or analysts
blues, Call ACRE at 328 7175.
TYPING 9ERVICE. Quality work
Fast Reasonable rates South
San Jose
Ann Hueton,
57113891
UNPLANNED PREGNANCY
Free Pregnancy test. counseling.
On alternatives to pregnancy
Competent pregnancy termina
woo All services -onfidential
Call CHOICE 358-2766
Dates get the react from your social

Print Your Ad Here:

Each
add,
trona!
day

(Count Alger) x 30 Iii tins and sow

eS

for each linel

35
35
35
35
Print name

Phone

Address

Minimum Three Lures One Day
Semester rate half ’surest 5 75

Check
,

Announcements 1 i Help Wanted
i Automotive
ti Housing
ii Entertainment
r i Lost and Found
....... ._ _ i For Sale_ _ _ _ _ il ______________

Enclosed 101

on

a Classification
ii Services
i r Transportation
ri Travel

%I!

For _ENO

SEND CHECK. MONEY ORDER
OR CASH TO

’ Dreams. two days prior to pubon

SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIED
SAN JOSE STATE UNIVERSITY

’Chcoanhstive ptlblict ion dews on ly

_s!..14 ______________________ N_I_A25_114_ ______ ’No_ _re________ 2., _c_.._crf_ft

